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NGWave is a feature-rich audio editing application. It can be used to create and edit both sound and video clips and to convert audio files to other formats. Main features: * Import, edit, export audio and video files * Create sound waveform graphics * Adjust audio gain, pan, and volume * Cut, copy, paste, join audio clips * Undo and redo commands * Cut/copy/paste/join/delete
clips by setting start and end points * Cut/copy/paste/delete clips in batches * Automatically split and join large audio files * Create sound waveform graphics (add files, delete files) * Adjust tone, pitch, volume, pan and add effects to audio * Compress audio files * Apply crossfade and fade to files * Adjust tracks for sound volume, pan, and gain * Add audio silence to audio files
* Convert audio to different formats * Record audio from microphone or sound card using microphone * Export as WAV, MP3, AIFF, OGG or TTA * Automatically save current session to file * Undo/redo audio file export * Export audio file as WAV * Export video file as MOV, AVI, MPG, WMV or MOV * Create, edit and convert movies * Set the video screen size * Set
aspect ratio, rotate, crop and flip video files * Increase or decrease video speed * Increase or decrease audio volume * Insert a video and audio file and merge the video with the audio file * Add a watermark to the video file * Scale the video file to fit the screen * Set the video file size * Export video to AVI, MPEG, MP4, MOV, WMV or ASF * Export video to GIF, BMP, JPEG,
PNG, and TGA * Export audio as MP3, WAV, M4A, AIFF or OGG * Set bit rate for WAV and OGG files * Add a caption to the video file * Modify the video file tags * Convert video to a different format * Export video as AVCHD, HEVC, TS, AVI, MPEG and MOV * Compress video for mobile phones * Import audio from a microphone * Export audio to a different format
* Adjust audio output * Undo/redo audio file export * Transcode audio * Convert

NGWave 

Macro recorder for recording functions and toggles: such as : - Audio recorder - Audio level controller - Key expansion - Keyboard recorder - Keytap - Key recording - Button recording - Record delay - Record playback - Record playback + - Record playback - - Record playback - x - Recording can be activated for a region - Region can be activated for a recording region -
Recording can be deactivated for a region - Region can be deactivated for a recording region - And more... KeyMacro is a simple utility to record a keyboard sequence that can be later played back with macros. KeyMacro does not record single key presses, instead it captures a key sequence as a macro that can be then run as a shortcut. It can also record full length sequences and
the sequences can be played back with macros without limitations. Version: KeyMacro 1.1.1 Platform: Mac OS X 10.7 Mac OS X 10.6 Mac OS X 10.5 Mac OS X 10.4 Mac OS X 10.3 Mac OS X 10.2 Mac OS X 10.1 Mac OS X 10.0 Mac OS X 10.0.1 Mac OS X 10.0.2 Mac OS X 10.0.3 Mac OS X 10.0.4 Mac OS X 10.0.5 Mac OS X 10.0.6 Mac OS X 10.0.7 Mac OS X 10.0.8
Mac OS X 10.0.9 Mac OS X 10.0.10 Mac OS X 10.0.11 Mac OS X 10.0.12 Mac OS X 10.0.13 Mac OS X 10.0.14 Mac OS X 10.0.15 Mac OS X 10.0.16 Mac OS X 10.0.17 Mac OS X 10.0.18 Mac OS X 10.0.19 Mac OS X 10.0.2 Mac OS X 10.0.3 Mac OS X 10.0.4 Mac OS X 10.0.5 Mac OS X 10.0.6 Mac OS X 10.0.7 Mac OS X 10.0.8 Mac OS X 10.0.9 Mac OS X 10.0.10
Mac OS X 10.0.11 77a5ca646e
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NGWave is a collection of waveform editing tools. It includes a sophisticated recorder that allows you to quickly and easily record audio, MIDI, samples or audio and MIDI loops. It has a mixer that lets you apply different effects to different channels, and an effects module that allows you to apply a wide range of effects to your audio. Its tools allow you to cut, copy, paste,
transpose, fade in and fade out, reverse, loop, as well as apply echo, reverb, compression, normalization and more. It also has an extensive range of metronome functionality, as well as a built in sequencer that makes it easy to edit MIDI, audio or sample files. All of its tools have easy-to-use GUIs and NGWave makes it easy to edit, cut, copy, paste, loop, reverse, fade in, fade out,
transpose, normalize, reverse, loop, as well as apply echo, reverb, compression, vibrato, panning, mix and other effects. NGWave (Mac) Requirements: - OS X 10.4 or later (10.5 recommended) - 128 MB or more of RAM - 10 MB available disk space - An audio file containing audio data in.WAV,.AIFF,.MID,.MPG,.MP3,.FMP,.RTTY or raw format. The default sample file will
be loaded when you launch NGWave. This is optional. NGWave (Windows) Requirements: - Windows XP SP2 or later - 64 MB or more of RAM - 100 MB available disk space - A.WAV or.AIFF file containing audio data in.WAV or.AIFF format. The default sample file will be loaded when you launch NGWave. This is optional. NGWave (iPhone/iPod) Requirements: - iPhone
or iPod touch - iOS 4.0 or later - A.WAV or AIFF file containing audio data in.WAV or.AIFF format. The default sample file will be loaded when you launch NGWave. This is optional. We will be updating our website soon with latest news updates. If you wish to remain informed then you can subscribe to our RSS feed or join our social networks on Facebook and Google+ by
hitting the buttons below. Stay tuned for more updates Ponoko - Your Thing - Dream Maker - Workshop Ordering instructions: 1

What's New in the?

NGWave is an award winning audio application that will help you get the job done. Do you need to chop up your songs, drag and drop, and do a bit of processing? Do you want to take your audio to the next level by experimenting with more advanced tools and settings? Use "L" from your taskbar or Alt+Tab to minimize, and then when you want to see the tool bar and the window
again use "R" for a reverse taskbar state. Works with Real Networks RealPlayer and RealOne Player This application cannot be launched on a computer that does not have this software installed. What's New in This Release: 1. The recording input and output volume controls were reversed to make them more intuitive. 2. The recording maximum volume was increased. 3. A bug
that prevented the input recording volume from adjusting to the playback volume has been fixed. 4. You can now set the playback volume in the waveform window. 5. When using Track Channel/Point mode, audio volumes are no longer being adjusted on playback. 6. When cutting audio, the portion that is not being played will no longer show up in the waveform window. 7. A
bug that caused the level box to appear blank when a clip was selected in the waveform window has been fixed. 8. A bug that caused playhead positioning to not be saved in the waveform window when a track was selected in the waveform window has been fixed. 9. A bug that caused audio resampling to not be saved when used in Track Channel/Point mode has been fixed. 10. A
bug that prevented clip locking from being enabled when the waveform window was moved while a clip was selected has been fixed. 11. A bug that prevented clip locking from being undone when the waveform window was closed has been fixed. 12. A bug that prevented audio resampling from being enabled when the waveform window was moved while a clip was selected has
been fixed. 13. A bug that prevented clip locking from being undone when the waveform window was closed has been fixed. 14. The default MIDI input and output settings for Wave Recording Studio have been changed to allow you to have a maximum of eight tracks and 32 channels. 15. You can now record up to 128 tracks. 16. A bug that prevented the connection to a
networked audio device from being dropped when the program was closed while a track was selected has been fixed. 17. You can now record 16 bit audio into Wave Recording Studio. 18. A bug that prevented the audio setting window from updating when the waveform window was moved has been fixed. 19. A bug that prevented the setting of the channel selection mode from
being saved when the Wave Recorder Studio was used has been fixed. 20. The maximum
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System Requirements:

- Mac OS X v10.7.3 or later - 3 GHz Intel Core 2 Duo or faster - 2 GB of RAM - DVD drive, USB port, and Internet connection - Game Disk: Instruction Manual - Online version: Instruction Manual Installation: 1) Download and install the Instruction Manual. 2) Install the game, and choose to install automatically 3) Launch the game, and login to your account using the app Key.
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